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Abstract. Si(cI16) is prepared in polycrystalline form at 12(1.5) GPa
at temperatures between 800(80) K and 1200(120) K. The crystal
structure is refined by a full-profile method using x-ray powder
diffraction data. Si(cI16) is diamagnetic (χ0 � �5.6(1.8) � 10�6

emu ·mol�1) and shows a weakly temperature-dependent electrical
resistivity [ρ(300 K) � 0.3 � 10�3 Ω ·m]. Computations of struc-
tural and electronic properties of Si(cI16) within the local density

Introduction

In the course of investigations on binary tetrelides of
alkaline-earth metals manufactured at high-pressure high-
temperature conditions [1�4], we observed the metastable
element modifications Ge(tP12) [5, 6] and Si(cI16) [7] as
minority phases after application of pressures slightly above
ten GPa with a large-volume two-stage multi-anvil device.
Si(cI16) was described for the first time more than forty
years ago. The crystal structure (Figure 1) was solved on
the basis of x-ray powder diffraction data, but the position
parameter of silicon was only estimated by visual compari-
son of experimental and calculated x-ray diffraction inten-
sities. In the atomic arrangement which is isotypic to
Ge(cI16) [8], tetracoordinated silicon atoms are reported to
adopt a trigonal pyramidal coordination with d(Si�Si) of
1 � 2.369(9) Å and 3 � 2.384(9) Å [7] instead of tetrahedral
with d(Si�Si) � 2.351 Å [9] in ambient pressure Si(cF8).

Later in-situ investigations at high pressures [10] includ-
ing studies of the formation of Si(cI16) at elevated tempera-
tures [11] as well as determinations of the electrical resist-
ance were performed on minute samples using the diamond
anvil cell technique [12]. The results evidence that, at ambi-
ent temperature, the phase Si(cI16) is metastable between
ambient pressure and at least 2 GPa. Transformation at
normal pressure requires heating to 423 K for several
hours [7].
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approximation evidence the metastable character of the allotrope
with respect to diamond-type silicon. The calculations yield a posi-
tional parameter which is in perfect agreement with the refined
value. In agreement with the experimentally observed electrical
conductivity properties, the computed density of states evidence
that the Fermi level of Si(cI16) is located in a pseudo-gap.

Figure 1. Crystal structure of Si(cI16). Short interatomic distances
d(Si�Si) � 2.35 ± 0.04 Å which are compatible with covalent single
bonds are emphasized by dark lines. Distorted trigonal pyramidal
coordination polyhedra are shaded. The cubic unit cell is indicated
by thin grey lines.

The renewed interest in crystal structure and physical
properties of Si(cI16) is motivated by the lack of refined
structural data and magnetic measurements as well as by
the importance of the allotrope as a prototype tetrahedral
framework with a differentiation of interatomic distances
due to a decrease of symmetry. We report herein the least-
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squares refinement of crystal structure parameters using x-
ray powder diffraction data and measurements of magnetic
properties and electrical resistivity. Concomitant band
structure calculations independently evaluate the stability of
the allotrope and the refined structural parameter. More-
over, they shed light on the electronic structure and the
specific changes caused by the deviation of the coordination
polyhedron from tetrahedral symmetry.

Experiments and Band Structure Calculations
Si(cI16) was synthesized from the starting material Si(cF8) (Alpha
Aesar 99.9999 %) at 12(1.5) GPa and temperatures between
800(100) K and 1200(120) K in a hydraulic press equipped with a
Walker-type module [13, 14]. Typically, pressure was increased
within 4 h and released within 10 h. Pressure calibration had been
performed prior to the experiments measuring the resistance
changes associated with the phase transitions of bismuth [15] and
lead [16�18]. The temperature-current relation had been deter-
mined in separate runs with W/WRe thermocouples. Heating was
realized with graphite tubes. Hexagonal boron nitride served as
crucible material. No apparent reaction with silicon at the selected
transformation conditions was observed. X-ray powder diffraction
experiments were performed in transmission arrangements (Huber
Image Plate G670 with Cu-Ka1 radiation and at ID31 of the ESRF
using a high-resolution set-up and synchrotron radiation). Details
concerning measurement and refinement as well as selected results
are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Details of the diffraction measurements and crystallo-
graphic data of Si(cI16). Refinements are carried out with the com-
puter program WinCSD [27]. Rietveld refinements are performed
using Fullprof [28]. A Pseudo-Voigt function is used for profile
simulation and a sixth order polynomial for modelling the back-
ground.

Compound Si(cI16)

Space group (No.) Ia3̄ (206)
Lattice parameters: Rietveld refinement 6.6265(1) Å; 6.6229(2) Å
of synchrotron data; Laboratory source
with LaB6 standard
Earlier data 6.64(1) [7]
Unit cell volume /Å3 290.97(1)
Refined position parameter Si(x, x, x)* 0.10143(4);
Earlier data 0.103(1) [7]; 0.1025 [10]
U11 � U22 � U33 � Ueq /Å2 0.0058(2),
U12 � U13 � U23 /Å2 0.0003(2)
Z 16
Calculated density /g ·cm�3 2.564;
Earlier data 2.55 [7]
Diffractometer, wave length λ /Å ESRF ID31, 0.39987(2)
Diffraction set-up; Quartz capillary Transmission alignment;

d � 1 mm
Number of reflections; 97
2θmax /degree, step width /degree 36, 0.005
Residuals Rp; Rwp; Rexp 5.82; 7.84; 1.65
Interatomic distances with experimental 1 � 2.3283(4) Å;
errors as calculated in the full profile re- 3 � 2.3841(4) Å;
finements* 1 � 3.4104(4) Å
Earlier data 2.369(9) Å [7];

2.384(9) Å [7];
3.381(9) Å [7]

Angles / Degree 98.70(1); 117.75(1)
Earlier data 98.1(3) [7]; 118.0(4) [7]

* The maximal error of the internal coordinate as estimated on the
basis of the number of observed reflections corresponds to 0.002.
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The samples for the physical measurements on Si(cI16) were two
polycrystalline pieces from separate high-pressure synthesis runs.
The magnetization was determined in magnetic fields μ0H � 3.5 T
and 7 T between 1.8 K and 300 K and also at lower fields in a
SQUID magnetometer (MPMS XL-7, Quantum Design). The
sample consisted of two pieces with a total mass of 27.82 mg co-
mounted with GE-7031 varnish to a thin quartz rod. Corrections
for the sample holder and the glue were applied. The electrical
resistance was measured with a linear four-point method using
alternating current in the temperature range 1.8�380 K. For
that purpose one piece was ground to dimensions
1.85 � 1.90 � 1.14 mm. Due to the uncertainties of the contact dis-
tance and the cross-section the estimated inaccuracy of the electri-
cal resistivity is ±30 %. For comparison the resistivity data of an-
other piece (dc measurement, 4�320 K) are given.

For electronic structure calculations the full-potential local-orbital
scheme FPLO (version: FPLO 8.00�31) within the local density
approximation (LDA) was used [19]. In the scalar relativistic calcu-
lations the exchange and correlation potential of Perdew and Wang
was chosen [20]. To ensure accurate total energy and density of
states (DOS) information, a fine, well converged k-mesh of 9486
points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone was used.

Results and Discussion

Within the investigated pressure and temperature range,
syntheses yield polycrystalline single-phase Si(cI16) in all
experiments. X-ray powder diffraction patterns (Figure 2)
reveal a significant peak broadening, e.g., for the strongest
reflection (121) a full width at half maximum of 0.08° at
2θ � 8.477°. By applying the Scherrer-equation [21], this
corresponds to an average domain size of roughly 250 Å.
The small particle dimension is attributed to a first-order
transition of the intermediate high-pressure phase Si(hR8)
into Si(cI16) at pressures around 2 GPa [10] upon decom-
pression.

Figure 2. X-ray powder diffraction diagram of Si(cI16) recorded
using low-divergence synchrotron radiation at ID31 of the ESRF
(λ � 0.39987(2) Å). The grey curve corresponds to the difference
between observed and calculated intensities multiplied by a factor
of three. Reflection positions are indicated by vertical bars.
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The structure model of the earlier solution is refined by

means of a least-squares procedure using complete x-ray
powder diffraction diagrams (Figure 2). The supposed
atomic arrangement [7] is essentially confirmed by the re-
sults with the main exception that the present analysis of
the high-quality synchrotron x-ray diffraction intensities
evidences a difference of the crystallographically indepen-
dent interatomic distances of about 0.06 Å (see Table 1).
Thus, Si(cI16) belongs indeed to the small, but still growing
set of high-pressure phases in which the reduction of point
symmetry is associated with a differentiation of chemically
equivalent interatomic distances [22].

The high-field magnetic susceptibility χ(T) � M/H (Fig-
ure 3, top) of the sample is slightly dependent on field,
which indicates minor ferromagnetic impurities. The latter
are taken into account with the Honda-Owen extrapolation
for each temperature. The weakly temperature-dependent
correction applied to the 7 T data corresponds to approxi-
mately �1.5 � 10�6 emu ·mol�1, which would be consistent
with, e.g., a mass fraction of elemental iron of 16 � 10�6.
The resulting susceptibility displays a weak Curie contri-
bution. The intrinsic, essentially temperature-independent
susceptibility of Si (cI16) is obtained by a fit: χ0(T � 0 K) �
�5.6(1.8) � 10�6 emu ·mol�1, the value of χ(300 K) is
�5.3(1.5) � 10�6 emu ·mol�1. For comparison, the value of
χ(300 K) for Si(cF8) is �3.12 � 10�6 emu ·mol�1 [23] or,
according to a different source, �5.3 � 10�6 emu ·mol�1

[24]. No phase transitions are observed in the covered tem-
perature range.

Figure 3. Top: Measured (μ0H � 7.0 T and 3.5 T) and extrapolated
(μ0H � �) molar magnetic susceptibility χ(T,H) of the Si(cI16)
sample. The grey line indicates the intrinsic temperature-indepen-
dent term χ0 for T � 0 K. Bottom: Electrical conductivity σ(T)
(inverse electrical resistivity) of two Si(cI16) samples. The linear
dependence above approximately 50 K is consistent with a heavily
doped semiconductor.

The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity is
rather weak: from a room-temperature value ρ(300 K) �
0.3 � 10�3 Ω ·m the resistivity increases only to ρ0 �
1.0 � 10�3 Ω ·m at 1.8 K. The value at 100 K of 0.6 � 10�3

Ω ·m compares very well with that in a previous investi-
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gation [ρ (100 K) � 0.5 � 10�3 Ω ·m] [12]. In order to check
the variation among different samples and primings, we
measured a second piece from another synthesis run (see
Figure 3b bottom). The conductivity is slightly lower
but shows almost the same temperature dependence. For
T > 50 K and at least up to 350 K the conductivity σ(T) of
our Si(cI16) samples increases linearly with temperature.
The same observation for σ(T) has been previously attri-
buted to localization effects in a disordered system [12]. Be-
low 10 K, the equation σ(T) � σ0 � aTα with � � 3/2 can
be well fitted to the recent conductivity measurements while
in an analysis of earlier data a power law with � � 2 has
been applied [12].

As an independent approach to both the electronic and
the structural features of metastable Si(cI16), we applied
a highly accurate full-potential band structure scheme to
calculate electronic structure and total energies for Si(cI16).
As a reference, well-known diamond-type Si(cF8) is selec-
ted. For the experimentally determined lattice parameters
at ambient conditions, diamond-type silicon is more stable
than the metastable cubic allotrope by an energy difference
of about 130 meV per atom (12.6 kJ/mol). For the same
unit cell volume, the positional parameter x for Si(cI16) was
optimized (Figure 4). The equilibrium position is calculated
to xtheo � 0.10149(5) in excellent agreement with the exper-
imental value xexp � 0.10143(4) (see Table 1 and comment
therein).

Figure 4. Total energy as a function of the silicon coordinate. Open
circles indicate calculated values, black lines represent a least
squares fit of a fourth-order polynomial to the data. The minimum
of the fitted curve corresponds to x � 0.10149(5) in perfect
agreement with the experimental result. The insert shows an
enlargement of the curve in the vicinity of the energy minimum.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the calculated electronic
DOS of Si(cI16) and Si(cF8). We find semiconducting be-
haviour for the diamond-type phase of silicon with a DOS
gap of about 0.5 eV. The underestimation with respect to
the experimental value of about 1.1 eV is related to the well-
known gap problem of the LDA. In contrast, for Si(cI16)
we find that the Fermi level εF is located in a pronounced
pseudo-gap with a low density of states. A corresponding
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calculation for a model with equidistant neighbours pro-
vides rather large values for the DOS at εF. Thus, the emerg-
ence of the local DOS minimum for Si(cI16) is clearly
caused by the differentation of the distances d(Si�Si)
within the trigonal pyramidal coordination.

Figure 5. Electronic density of states of Si(cF8) and Si(cI16). The
LDA calculations reveal semiconducting behaviour for diamond-
type silicon and a pseudo-gap with a low density of states for the
metastable phase.

The valence band width of Si(cI16) is slightly larger
(about 1 eV) than that of Si(cF8). A model with four equiv-
alent distances d(Si�Si) and an additional adjustment of
the interatomic distances to the value of diamond-type
silicon yields a valence band width which is very close to
that of Si(cF8). This finding reveals that the slightly larger
valence band width of Si(cI16) compared to diamond-type
silicon is mainly caused by the shorter next-neighbour dis-
tance.

As a summary, we have collected additional theoretical
and experimental evidence for the difference of the sym-
metry-independent interatomic distances in the trigonal
pyramidal coordination sphere of silicon atoms in Si(cI16).
In accordance with the findings of resistivity measurements,
band structure calculations reveal substantial differences of
the electronic features which can be traced back to the dis-
similarity of the atomic arrangements of Si(cF8) and
Si(cI16). The results concerning total energy and atomic po-
sition establish elaborate band structure calculations once
more as a valuable and reliable tool for gaining deeper in-
sight into crystal structure properties and phase diagrams
of elements [25, 26].
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